Game description
To participate in the game Crash players place bets before the game starts, then wait until the curve starts
to rise. The odds grow by the curve until the Crash occurs (the growth of the odds may stop at any moment
and this is called Crash), and if the player clicks on the Cashout button before that, then he/she wins with

the appropriate odds, and if the player does not click on the Cashout button before the Crash occurs, then
he/she loses. The winning is calculated according to the player's bet amount multiplied by the winning
odds.
For each round player can make two bets.

The procedure of placing bets in the game
To make a bet, the player needs to specify the bet amount in the field provided for betting and click on the
Bet button. With the start of the round, the multiplier begins to grow from odds of 1.00. The player needs to
click on the “cashout” button to exit the game before the crash.

In case of using autobet feature the bets will place automatically, but for cashout player should press

“cashout” button. After activating autobet feature player can define the number of rounds that he/she
wants to play in this mode and after each round the mentioned amount will decrease.
In case of using autocashout feature player should input the oppropriate odd considering which the
cashout will be implemented by the system. As default value for autocashout is set 2.5 .

The crashed odds are determined not at the moment of the game, but previously for 5 rounds. After the end
of the round, players are given an opportunity to make sure that the crashed odds are set before the round,
not at the moment of the game.
Disconnection policy: If a disconnection accurs after active game round and your bets were accepted by
the server , the game will proceed as normal and any winnings will be processed according to the game
result regardless of the disconnection

In the game Crash the RTP is the 96.5%

Bonus requirementsa
Freebets are fixed amounts, for example, a player received 10 x 100USD, this means the player receives 10
freebets and each of them has a value of 100. In case of the freeamount, the player receives a free bonus
amount, say 1000 USD. Players should activate bonuses in order to use them. If the player wants to wager
with real money he/she should deactivate active bonus and only then play with real money. If the bonus
balance is lower then the bet amount (in case of FreeAmount bonus type) then an error occurs saying
insufficient bonus balance.

